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Abstract

With the development of the big data and deep learn-
ing technologies, research on predicting human affects in
the wild using deep neural networks is being actively con-
ducted. Many researchers use image and audio together
to improve the affect prediction performance. However, the
synchronization between image and audio data has not yet
been achieved. Moreover, many different ways can be em-
ployed to annotate human affects, and the annotations in
many datasets are not identical. The data cannot be utilized
in supervised learning without the annotation of the task
to be predicted. This study proposes a multi-task human
affect prediction model with multimodal input and knowl-
edge distillation to address the abovementioned problems.
We used SoundNet, which was trained to transfer visual
knowledge into auditory representations, to extract synchro-
nized auditory–visual representations. Knowledge distilla-
tion was applied to utilize all datasets with incomplete la-
bels. This model used image and audio data to predict the
valence–arousal, expression, and action units and was val-
idated using the Aff-Wild2 dataset. When auditory–visual
synchronized representation was used, the performance im-
proved by 11.83% and 230.16%, respectively, compared
to when visual or auditory representation was used alone.
When knowledge distillation was applied, the performance
improved by 15.38% compared to when it was not. Conse-
quently, the proposed model achieved a 0.95 performance
for the multi-task learning task on the Aff-Wild2 test dataset.
This performance is equivalent to that of the second place
in the 3rd Affective Behavior Analysis in the wild Multi-task
Learning Challenge.

1. Introduction

Human affective behavior research is an important as-
pect of the human computer interaction field and is be-
ing actively studied along with the development of the big

data and deep learning technologies. However, applying the
study of human affective behavioral research in the wild is
difficult. To address these problems, the 3rd Affective Be-
havior Analysis in the wild (ABAW) competition is held
in conjunction with the IEEE International Conference on
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) 2022.
The 3rd ABAW includes the four following challenges:
Valence–Arousal (VA) Estimation Challenge; Expression
(Expr) Classification Challenge; Action Unit (AU) Detec-
tion Challenge; and Multi-task Learning (MTL) Challenge.

Audio information is closely related to human affects. It
can reveal human affects in the form of words or elicit hu-
man affects in the form of music. Kuhnke et al. [21] and
Deng et al. [4] used image and audio data together as input
streams and showed that audio input is effective in recogniz-
ing human affects. However, no synchronization occurred
between the image and audio data. Data synchronization is
required to maximize the multimodal effectiveness.

For supervised learning, data cannot be utilized without
the annotation of the task to be predicted. The datasets of the
three Aff-Wild2 tasks have the same image and audio input
type or shape, but different annotations. It is necessary to
utilize as much data as possible to improve performance.

To address the abovementioned problems, we propose
herein a multi-task model applied with knowledge distilla-
tion with auditory–visual synchronized representations.

We imported a pre-trained SoundNet [1] to extract nat-
ural synchronized representations from the audio data.
SoundNet was trained to transfer visual knowledge into
sound modality. We also applied knowledge distillation to
utilize all datasets with different annotations. The teacher
model was trained using only data with ground truths for
the task. After the teacher model training, the teacher model
output was used as a soft label to transfer dark knowledge
to the student model. Even if there is no ground truth in the
data, the student model can learn dark knowledge using soft
labels.

We imported SoundNet and FER model [24] as a back-
bone networks. The auditory representation extracted from
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the audio data, while the visual representation extracted
from the image data using pre-trained backbone networks.
The auditory and visual representations were concatenated
and fed into a feature extractor. The feature extracted from
the feature extractor was fed into the task network of each
task to make predictions for each of the three tasks.

By training only the shallow network with frozen back-
bone networks, we achieved a 0.9531 performance for the
ABAW MTL task test dataset, where the performance was
measured as the sum of the metrics for the VA, EXPR, and
AU tasks proposed by [13].

The primary contributions of this study are as follows:

• We extracted natural synchronized auditory represen-
tations from the audio data to maximize the effective-
ness of the multimodal input.

• We applied knowledge distillation to train with incom-
plete labels.

• We achieved a good performance by training only the
shallow network with frozen backbone networks.

2. Related Work
These days, research for recognizing human affects in

various ways has been actively studied.

2.1. ABAW

Recently, data-based research on human effective behav-
ior has been growing rapidly, and ABAW competition is
contributing greatly to the development of human effective
research [13–20, 31]. The first competition of the ABAW
competition was held at the 2020 International Conference
on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition (FG), the sec-
ond at the 2021 International Conference on Computer Vi-
sion (ICCV), and the third at the IEEE International Confer-
ence on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR).
The ABAW competition consists of three challenges: 2D
valence–arousal estimation (VA), 8 categorical representa-
tion classification (EXPR), and 12 facial action unit de-
tection (AU). In the third competition, an MTL challenge
for a multi-tasking model that performs three tasks at the
same time has been added, making it a total of four chal-
lenges. Prior to the addition of MTL challenge, in the first
and second competitions, most of the top teams proposed
deep learning-based models that could perform three tasks
simultaneously [3, 4, 21, 29, 30, 33, 34].

The methods of the top-ranked teams can be classified
as input data as well as output. All top-ranked teams used
image data from the video. Some teams used only image
data [3,29,30,34], but some teams used audio data [4,21,33]
along with image data to improve performance. In the 3rd
ABAW MTL challenge, two of the top four teams, including
our method, used the audio input data [35].

Kuhnke et al. [21] utilized ResNet [6], a representative
network, for image classification to extract auditory repre-
sentations. Deng et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [33] adopted a
network that achieved good performance in audio-related
tasks with speech activity detection [10] and audio classifi-
cation [7] as backbone networks. Zhang et al. [35] imported
Bert model [5] to extract word embedding features. The
team mentioned above improved performance by using au-
ditory representations with visual representations, but sim-
ply concatenated visual and auditory representations. Better
performance can be expected when audio and images are
synchronized naturally through the SoundNet [1].

2.2. Knowledge distillation

The knowledge distillation was proposed by Hinton et
al. [8]. The output of the pre-trained teacher model is
scaled by softmax function with temperature and used as
a soft label to train the student model. The student model
learns inter-class similarity(dark knowledge) from the soft
label of the teacher model and achieves performance sim-
ilar to the teacher model despite being shallower than the
teacher model. Zhang et al. [32] improved performance
through a self-distillation technique with a student model
with the same structure as the teacher model. At the 2nd
ABAW competition in 2021, several teams [4, 26, 27] ap-
plied knowledge distillation and were also listed on the
leaderboard. In particular, Deng et al. [4] made it possible
to train deeper dark knowledge using the knowledge distil-
lation, the ensemble, and the generation technique in which
a trained student model becomes a teacher model and trains
a new student model.

3. Problem definition
{X ,Y } represents the train data. X represents the input

data; and Y represents the ground truth. The model func-
tion f inputs X and outputs Y . For convenience of no-
tation, the batch size of all tasks is assumed to be b, but
can be defined by being divided by the same number of
iterations, even if the number of data of the task is differ-
ent. X consists of Ximg and Xaud. Ximg represents the
image data. Xaud represents audio data. X = {Ximg ∈
Rb×Nimg×H×W×Cimg , Xaud ∈ Rb×sr·Taud×Caud}. Nimg

is the number of input images. W is the width. H is the
image height. H and W are same in this dataset. Cimg is
the number of channels in the image. In audio data, sr rep-
resents the sample rate of the audio data. Taud is the audio
data time before the prediction time. Caud is the number of
audio channels.

Ximg contains images for the past Timg seconds
from the time of prediction. Nfps represents the num-
ber of images included in the 1 second video. Of the to-
tal Timg ·Nfps images, the Nimg image was extracted
with stride S. Y comprises four types: Y = {Yva ∈
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Rb×2, Yexpr ∈ Rb×8, Yau ∈ .Rb×12, Ymtl ∈ Rb×22}.
Yva represents continuous valence and arousal in the [1,
1] range. Yexpr is a one-hot encoded vector for the fol-
lowing eight emotion categories: neutral, anger, disgust,
fear, happy, sad, surprised, and others. Yau contains 12 face
motion unit labels, namely AU1, AU2, AU4, AU6, AU7,
AU10, AU12, AU15, AU23, AU24, AU25, and AU26. In
the teacher–student training algorithm, the teacher model is
denoted by f tea. The soft label of the teacher model for the
task i is f tea

i (X).

4. Methodologies
This section describes the architecture, knowledge distil-

lation, loss function, and learning algorithm of the proposed
model.

4.1. Architecture

Figure 1. Model architecture. FER model and SoundNet are
frozen. The numbers in the model block refer to the unit numbers
of fully connected layers.

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the proposed model.
We used a CNN architecture based on the FER model of the
DRER to extract the visual representation [24]. The FER
model was also used in CAPNet [23] to extract the visual
representation. The FER model consisted of ResNeXt [28]
and SENet [9] and was pre-trained with AffectNet [22]. It

is a model that predicts valence and arousal; hence, we re-
moved the last layer from the pre-trained model and used
the output of the FER model 512-dimensional vector as a vi-
sual representation. The Nimg image was fed into the FER
model and a visual representation of the shape (Nimg ,512)
was extracted. The extracted visual representation is fed
into the LSTM layer to capture temporal features.

We adopted the pre-trained SoundNet proposed by Ay-
tar et al. [1] to extract the auditory representation. Sound-
Net was trained to transfer visual knowledge into audi-
tory modalities by leveraging a huge amount of unlabeled
videos [1], making it particularly effective in cross-model
approaches that use both image and audio data [11]. In
the SoundNet Architecture, the raw waveform fed into the
sound feature extractor and the 1000-dimensional vector
was extracted. We adopted SoundNet without fine-tuning
as the backbone network. Thus, the audio data for Taud sec-
onds was fed into SoundNet, and the auditory representation
extracted from SoundNet was a 1000-dimensional vector.

The auditory and visual representations were concate-
nated and fed into a feature extractor. The concatenated rep-
resentations included a natural synchronization feature be-
tween the image and audio data because auditory represen-
tations have visual knowledge. The feature extractor con-
sisted of fully connected layers. Each task had its own net-
work of tasks and comprised a fully connected layer. The
extracted features were fed into each task network. Each
task network output a prediction for each task.

4.2. Knowledge distillation

We trained a teacher model using only data with ground
truths to apply knowledge distillation. After the teacher
model training, the output of the trained teacher model was
divided by the temperature parameter t and fed into the soft-
max activation layer. The softmax layer output was used as
the soft label. The student model was trained using ground
truths and soft labels to learn dark knowledge from the
teacher model.

4.3. Loss function

The loss between the output of the model and the ground
truths is computed if the batch data have ground truths for
the task. This is called supervision loss. If we find no ground
truths for the task in the batch data, we compute the loss
between the student model output and the teacher model
output, called soft labels. This is called distillation loss.

Supervision loss We used the concordance correlation
coefficient (CCC) loss defined as follows for the va-
lence–arousal estimation task:

CCC(y, ŷ) =
2ρσyσŷ

σ2
y + σ2

ŷ + (µy − µŷ)2
(1)
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where y denotes the ground truths and ŷ denotes the pre-
dicted values. σ and µ are the standard deviations and the
mean calculated for each batch, respectively. The supervi-
sion loss for the valence–arousal estimation task was com-
puted through the average of the CCC values of the ground
truth and the predicted values of each of the valence and
arousal. The supervision loss for the valence–arousal esti-
mation task is computed as follows:

Ls
va = 1− CCC(Yv), f

tea
v (X) + CCC(Ya), f

tea
a (X)

2
(2)

We used cross entropy loss for the expression classification
task. Cross entropy is defined as follows:

CE(y, ŷ) = −
C∑

c=1

ylog(ŷ) (3)

C is the number of classes. The supervision loss for the ex-
pression classification task is as follows:

Ls
expr = CE(Yexpr, f

tea
expr(X)) (4)

We used binary cross entropy for the AU detection task. Bi-
nary cross entropy is defined as follows:

BCE(y, ŷ) = [ylog(ŷ) + (1− y)log(1− ŷ)] (5)

The supervision loss for the action unit detection task is de-
fined as follows:

Ls
au = BCE(Yau, f

tea
au (X)) (6)

The supervision loss for the MTL task is the sum of each
task loss:

Ls
mtl = Ls

va + Ls
expr + Ls

au (7)

Distillation loss The loss between the output of the pre-
trained teacher model and that of the student model is com-
puted to transfer the dark knowledge of the teacher model
to the student model. The distillation loss for each task is
obtained as follows.

Ld
va = 1− CCC(fstu

va (X), f tea
va (X)) (8)

Ld
expr = CE(fstu

expr(X), f tea
expr(X)) (9)

Ld
au = BCE(fstu

au (X), f tea
au (X)) (10)

The MTL task dataset of Aff-Wild2 has annotations for ev-
ery task; thus, the distillation loss of the MTL task is not
computed.

Train loss When training the teacher model, the loss of
task i is defined using only supervision loss.

Lossteai =

b∑
n=1

Ls
i (11)

When training the student model, the loss of task i is defined
using supervision loss and distillation loss.

Lossstui =

b∑
n=1

{γi · (α · Ls
i +Ld

i ) +
∑
j ̸=i

β · γj · Ld
j} (12)

where γ is the task weight for each task proposed by Deng
et al. [4]. During training, the number of epochs that do
not improve the validation performance is counted for each
task. The larger the count, the bigger the weight of the loss
of work to boost training. The weight of that task loss is
γi = e0.5ni when the counted number of i tasks is ni. α is
the hyperparameter of the weight between supervision loss
and distillation loss for tasks with a ground truth label. β is
a hyperparameter for the weight of distillation loss for tasks
without a ground truth label.

4.4. Train procedure

The teacher model was trained to minimize the loss de-
scribed by Equation (11) using only the ground truth. After
the teacher model training, we trained the student model
to minimize the loss described by Equation (12) using the
teacher model’s soft labels and ground truth. Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 describe the training procedures for the
teacher and student models, respectively.

Algorithm 1 Train teacher model procedure

Require:
parameters: θt(teacher)
Epoch: N
Task: T = [va, expr, au,mtl]
learning rate: lr

nepoch = 0
while nepoch < N do

while not epoch end do
for i ∈ T do

loss = Lossteai

θt ← θt − lr · ∂loss∂θt
end for

end while
nepoch ← nepoch + 1

end while

5. Experiments
Table 1 lists the hyperparameters. We trained for 20

epochs and stopped training if validation performance did
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Algorithm 2 Train student model procedure

Require:
parameters: θs(student)
Epoch: N
Task: T = [va, expr, au,mtl]
learning rate: lr

nepoch = 0
while nepoch < N do

while not epoch end do
for i ∈ T do

if i is mtl then
loss = Ls

mtl

else
loss = Lossstui

end if
θs ← θs − lr · ∂loss∂θs

end for
end while
nepoch ← nepoch + 1

end while

not improve for five epochs. We used the Adam optimizer
and set the learning rate to 0.0001. The temperature param-
eter t was set to 2.5. In the input data, the batch size was
256, and Taud was set to 10. Oh et al. [23] experimentally
showed that the best value for Timg was 2 seconds, and S
was 10. Therefore, we set Timg to 2 and S to 10. Nimg was
set to 6. In the Aff-Wild2 dataset, Nfps, the video frame
rate, was 30; sr was 22,050; Caud was 2; Cimg was 3; and
H and W were both 112. In the loss function, α was set to
10, and β was set to 0.9. In the feature extractor and task
networks, the number of units in the first layer of the fea-
ture extractor layer was set to 1024, while the second layer
was set to 512. In task networks, the unit number of the first
layer was set to 256, while the second layer was set to 128.
A swish activation function and batch normalization were
applied. A 0.5 random dropout was applied in the feature
extractor.

5.1. Metrics

We used the metric proposed in [13] to evaluate the
model performance. The metric for MTL is the sum of
metrics for the valence–arousal, expression, and action unit
tasks. The valence–arousal metric is the CCC, and the ex-
pression recognition metric is the F1 score across all eight
categories (i.e., macro F1 score). The metric for action unit
detection is the average F1 score over all 12 AUs (i.e.,
macro F1 score). The number of annotated image data
for the MTL task in the Aff-Wild2 database was 172,360,
which was significantly smaller than 2,816,832 for the VA
task, 2,603,921 for EXPR, and 2,603,921 for AU. For a

Hyperparameter Value

Train

Epochs 20
Early stop 5
Optimizer Adam

Learning rate 0.0001
t 2.5

Input data

Batch size 256
Taud 10
Timg 2
S 10

Nfps 30
Nimg 6
sr 22050

Caud 2
Cimg 3
H 112

Loss function α 10
β 0.9

Model Activation function swish
Dropout rate 0.5

Table 1. Hyperparameters

more reliable evaluation, each task was evaluated while per-
forming the evaluation using annotations in the MTL task.

5.2. Results

An ablation study was performed on the input data to an-
alyze the effect of using auditory representations. We then
evaluated the performances of the teacher and student mod-
els. We also compared the performance of the Aff-Wild2
test dataset with those of the other teams participating in
the 3rd ABAW MTL challenge.

Input data We trained three models to evaluate the model
performance according to the input data (i.e., a model that
uses only image input, a model that uses only audio in-
put, and a model that uses both audio and image input).
Table 2 presents the performance evaluation result of the
teacher model according to the input data. The added au-
dio input improved the model performance. The MTL task
performance improved by 11.83% and 230.16%, respec-
tively, compared to when visual or auditory representa-
tion was used alone. From the perspective of STL perfor-
mance, the expression classification task affected by sound
[4,12,21,25] showed the greatest performance improvement
at 9.8%. However, the action units that were not directly
affected by sound showed the least performance improve-
ment.

Knowledge distillation Table 3 lists the performance
evaluation result of the teacher and student models. In the
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Input data STL MTLAU EXPR VA Total

I 0.50 0.51 0.61 1.62 1.86
A 0.07 0.12 0.08 0.27 0.63

I+A 0.51 0.56 0.64 1.71 2.08

Table 2. Ablation study results of the input data. I represents the
image input. A represents the audio input. STL represents the per-
formance evaluated using each task annotation. MTL represents
the performance evaluated using the MTL task annotation.

Model STL MTLAU EXPR VA Total
Teacher 0.51 0.56 0.64 1.71 2.08
Student 0.51 0.57 0.63 1.71 2.40

Table 3. Performance evaluation result of the teacher and student
models. STL represents the performance evaluated using each task
annotation. MTL represents the performance evaluated using the
MTL task annotation.

Model MTL RankValidation Test

ours 2.40 0.95 -

NISL 2022 [2] 1.66 1.13 1
HSE-NN - 0.81 3

N.F.V.H. [35] 1.54 0.68 4
baseline [13] 0.30 0.28 -

Table 4. Top performance for the validation and test datasets of
our model and the teams that participated in the 3rd ABAW MTL
challenge.

student model, the evaluated performance on a single-task
data set ground truth (STL) did not significantly improve.
On the contrary, that evaluated on the multitasking dataset
ground truth (MTL) improved by 15.38%. The dark knowl-
edge transferred by the teacher model helped improve the
MTL performance.

Evaluation on the testset We evaluated the test dataset
of the Aff-Wild2 MTL task based on previous experimental
results using a student model that employed both audio and
image input. Table 4 shows the performances of our model
and the other models evaluated using the test dataset of the
Aff-Wild2 MTL task. Our model achieved a 0.95 perfor-
mance, which outperformed that of the baseline model [13].
This performance value was 0.18 lower than the first [2] and
0.14 and 0.27 higher than the third and fourth [35], respec-
tively. The performance on the test dataset was 1.45 smaller
than that on the validation dataset.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a multi-task model with au-
ditory–visual synchronized representation and knowledge
distillation. Natural synchronized representations were ex-
tracted from audio data using SoundNet, while visual rep-
resentations were extracted from image data using FER
model. The representations were concatenated, and predic-
tions were simultaneously performed on the three tasks of
VA, EXPR, and AU through the feature extractor and task
networks. We also applied knowledge distillation to train
on data with incomplete data. Only shallow feature extrac-
tors, task networks, and LSTM layers were trained. In sum-
mary, we achieved a 0.95 performance on the Aff-Wild2
MTL task test dataset. Our future work will include filling
the gap between validation and test performance and fine-
tuning the backbone network to improve the performance.
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